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Abstract. We calculate the exact values of the Følner function Føl of the
lamplighter group Z ≀Z{2Z for the standard generating set. More generally, for
any �nite group D and n ¥ |D|, we obtain the exact value of Følpnq on the
wreath product Z ≀ D, for a generating set induced by a generator on Z and
the entire group being taken as generators for D. We also describe the Følner
sets that give rise to it. Følner functions encode the isoperimetric properties
of amenable groups and have previously been studied up to asymptotic equiv-
alence (that is to say, independently of the choice of �nite generating set).
What is more, we prove an isoperimetric result concerning the edge boundary
on the Baumslag-Solitar group BSp1, 2q for the standard generating set.

1. Introduction

One equivalent characterization of the amenability of an in�nite group G, called
the Følner condition, is that the isoperimetric constant (also known as Cheeger
constant) of its Cayley graph should be 0 (for some �nite generating set S). That

constant is de�ned as the in�mum of |BF |
|F | over all �nite sets F � G with |F | ¤

1
2 |G|. As the quotient cannot reach 0, amenability of in�nite groups is therefore

characterized by the existence of a sequence of sets Fn such that |BFn|
|Fn|

converges

towards 0, also known as a Følner sequence. One natural direction for studying
the possible Følner sequences on a given group is to ask how small the sets can
be. We consider the Følner function. It has classically been de�ned using the inner
boundary:

(1) BinF �
!
g P F : Ds P S

¤
S�1 : gs R F

)
.

De�nition 1.1. The Følner function Føl (or FølS ; or FølG,S) of a group G with
a given �nite generating set S is de�ned on N by

Følpnq � min

�
|F | : F � G,

|BinF |
|F | ¤ 1

n



.

Remark that Følp1q � 1 and that the values of the function are �nite if and
only if G is amenable. Its values clearly depend on the choice of a generating
set, but the functions arising from di�erent generating sets (and more generally,
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functions arising from quasi-isometric spaces) are asymptotically equivalent. Two
functions are asymptotically equivalent if there are constants A and B such that
fpx{Aq{B   gpXq   fpxAqB. Various articles have classi�ed Følner functions up
to asymptotic equivalence, see for example [3, 6, 7, 12, 18, 23, 25, 27]. In this paper,
we will determine its exact values for one of the most basic examples of groups with
exponential growth (we state our results in Section 2).

The classical isoperimetric theorem states that among domains of given volume
in Rn, the minimal surface area is obtained on a ball (see survey by Osserman [18,
Section 2]). The fact that if a minimum exists, it is realized only on the ball is
obtained (in R2) by Steiner in the XIXth century, using what is now called Steiner
symmetrization (see Hehl [14], Hopf [15], Froehlich [8]). The existence of a minimum
is obtained, in R3, by Schwarz [30]. As Zn is quasi-isometric to Rn, this is also a
�rst isoperimetric result for discrete groups. Varopoulos [33] shows more generally
an isoperimetric inequality for direct products. Pansu [20] (see also [19]) obtains
one for the Heisenberg groupH3. One central result is the Coulhon and Salo�-Coste
inequality [5]:

Theorem 1.2 (Coulhon and Salo�-Coste inequality). Consider a group G gener-
ated by a �nite set S and let ϕpλq � minpn : V pnq ¡ λq. Then for all �nite sets
F :

|BinF |
|F | ¥ 1

8|S|ϕp2|F |q .

The multiplicative constants can improved (see G�abor Pete [22, Theorem 5.11],
Bruno Luiz Santos Correia [28]):

(2)
|BinF |
|F | ¥ 1

2ϕp2|F |q .

The result of Santos Correia is also announced for �nite groups for |F | ¤ 1
2 |G|.

Santos Correia and Troyanov [29] show:

(3)
|BinF |
|F | ¥

�
1� 1

λ



1

ϕpλ|F |q
for 1   λ ¤ |G|

|S| (in particular, for arbitrarily large λ if G is in�nite). The result is

replicated in [26] without an upper bound on λ.
The Coulhon and Salo�-Coste inequality (Theorem 1.2) implies in particular

that for a group with exponential growth, the Følner function must also grow
at least exponentially. It can be obtained then that it is exactly exponential if
one can describe Følner sets with exponential growth. One simple example is the
lamplighter group Z ≀ Z{2Z with the standard generating set (5). Similarly, it is
known that the Følner functions of groups with polynomial growth are polynomial
(see for example [35, Section I.4.C]). Another inequality on group isoperimetry is

given by 
Zuk [36]. Vershik [34] asks if Følner function can be super-exponential,
initiating the study of Følner functions. He suggests studying the wreath product
Z ≀Z as a possible example. Pittet [23] shows that the Følner functions of polycyclic
groups are at most exponential (and are therefore exponential for polycyclic groups
with exponential growth). This is true more generally for solvable groups of �nite
Pr�ufer rank, see [25] and [16]. The �rst example of a group with super-exponential
Følner function is obtained by Pittet and Salo�-Coste [24] for Zd ≀Z{2Z with d ¥ 3.
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Later the Følner functions of wreath products with certain regularity conditions
are described by Erschler [6] up to asymptotic equivalence. Speci�cally, say that a
function f veri�es property p�q if for all C ¡ 0 there is k ¡ 0 such that fpknq ¡
Cfpnq. The result of [6] than states that if the Følner function of a group A veri�es
property p�q (for some �xed generating set), then for any non-trivial group B, the
Følner function of A ≀B is FølA≀Bpnq � FølBpnqFølApnq.

Other examples with know Følner functions have been presented by Gromov [12,
Section 8.2,Remark (b)] for all functions with su�ciently fast growing derivatives.
Salo�-Coste and Zheng [27] provide upper and lower bounds for it on, among oth-
ers, "bubble" groups and cyclic Neumann-Segal groups, and those two bounds
are asymptotically equivalent under certain conditions. Recently, Brieussel and
Zheng [3] show that for any function g that can be written as the inverse func-
tion of x{fpxq for some non-decreasing f with fp1q � 1 and x{fpxq also non-
decreasing, there is a group the Følner function of which is asymptotically equiv-
alent to exppgpnqq. Erschler and Zheng [7] obtain examples for a class of super-
exponential functions under exppn2q with weaker regularity conditions. Speci�cally,
for any d and any non-decreasing τ such that τpnq ¤ nd, there is a group G and a
constant C such that

(4) Cn exppn� τpnqq ¥ FølGpnq ¥ expp 1
C
pn� τpn{Cqqq.

The left-hand side of this inequality is always asymptotically equivalent to exppn�
τpnqq, and it su�ces therefore that the right-hand side be asymptotically equivalent
to that function to have a description of the Følner function of G. Notice in partic-
ular that if τ veri�es condition p�q, this is veri�ed. Remark that the conditions we
mentioned only consider functions at least as large as exppnq; it is an open ques-
tion whether a Følner function can have intermediate growth (see Grigorchuk [10,
Conjecture 5(ii)]). A negative answer would imply the Growth Gap Conjecture [10,
Conjecture 2], which conjectures that the volume growth function must be either
polynomial or at least as fast as expp?nq. Those conjectures also have weak ver-
sions, which are equivalent to each other (see discussion after Conjecture 6 in [10]).

2. Statement of results

In this paper, we obtain exact values of the Følner function for a generating set
SD � ttu�tδi; i P DztIdDuu (see (5)) on the wreath product Z ≀ D (see De�ni-
tion 3.2). Remark that for the lamplighter group Z ≀ Z{2Z, this is the standard
generating set. Remark also that the group structure of D is irrelevant for the
study of Følner sets with regards to SD.

Theorem 2.1. For any �nite group D and any n ¥ |D|, the value of the Følner
function of the wreath product Z ≀ D for the generating set SD � ttu�tδi; i P
DztIdDuu at n is:

FølDpnq � 2n|D|2pn�1q.

We also describe the sets that give rise to this function. Speci�cally, we obtain
that the standard Følner sets Fn � tpk, fq : k P rr1, nss, supppfq � rr1, nssu are
optimal (see De�nition 4.1) for the outer and edge boundary (see Section 3). We
then show that by Lemma 4.2, Fn

� BoutFn � tpk, fq : k P rr0, n � 1ss, supppfq �
rr1, nssu is optimal for the inner boundary, from which Theorem 2.1 follows:
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Theorem 2.2. Consider the wreath product Z ≀ D with the generating set SD �
ttu�tδi; i P DztIdDuu. Let Fn � tpk, fq : k P rr1, nss, supppfq � rr1, nssu.

(1) For any n ¥ 2p|D| � 1q and any F � Z ≀D such that |F | ¤ |Fn|, we have

|BedgeF |
|F | ¥ |BoutF |

|F | ¥ |BoutFn|
|Fn| � |BedgeFn|

|Fn| ,

and if |F |   |Fn|, the inequality |BoutF |
|F | ¡ |BoutFn|

|Fn|
is strict,

(2) From point p1q it follows that for any n ¥ 2p|D| � 1q and any F � Z ≀ D
such that |F | ¤ |Fn

� BoutFn|, we have

|BinF |
|F | ¥ |BinpFn

� BoutFnq|
|Fn

� BoutFn| ,

and if |F |   |Fn

� BoutFn|, the inequality is strict.

Furthermore, the sets that give equality are unique up to translation.

We can substitute those values in the Coulhon and Salo�-Coste inequality (The-
orem 1.2) in order to study the multiplicative constant. As in [26], we de�ne

De�nition 2.3. For a group G and a generating set S, denote

CG,S � sup

"
c ¥ 0 : Dα ¥ 0 such that @F � G,

|BinF |
|F | ¥ c

1

ϕpp1� αq|F |q
*
,

where F is assumed to be �nite and non-empty.

The original inequality obtains that for all G,S, CG,S ¥ 1
8|S| . The results of [22,

Theorem 5.11] and [28] that we cited as Equation 2 give a lower bound of 1
2 .

Equation 3 from [29] further implies that CG,S ¥ 1 for all G,S.
In [26], it is shown that for groups of exponential growth:

CG,S �
lim inf ln Følpnq

n

lim lnV pnq
n

.

Proposition 2.4. The wreath product Z ≀D veri�es

CZ≀D,SD
� lim

ln FølZ≀Dpnq
n

lim
lnVZ≀Dpnq

n

� 2 ln |D|
lnp 12 p1�

a
4|D| � 3qq ¥

2 ln 2

lnp 12 p1�
?
5qq � 2, 88

for the generating set SD � ttu�tδi; i P DztIdDuu.
Remark 2.5. For the switch-walk-switch generating set Ssws � tt, δ1, tδ1, δ1t, δ1tδ1u
on the lamplighter group Z ≀ Z{2Z, we have

CZ≀Z{2Z,Ssws
� lim inf ln Følswspnq

n

lim lnVswspnq
n

¤ 2.

Another direction that can be considered once one has exact evaluations of a
Følner function is studying the power series

°
n Følpnqxn. The equivalent series

have been studied for volume growth (see Grigorchuk-de la Harpe [11, Section (4)]).
One central question that a lot of authors have considered is the rationality of those
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series as a function. For the example shown here, the power series of the Følner
function is a rational function¸

nPN
Følpnqxn � 2x

p1� |D|2xq2 � x� x2PDpxq,

where PD is a polynomial with degPD ¤ |D| � 3.
We also obtain results for the Baumslag-Solitar group BSp1, 2q (see De�ni-

tion 3.3), however only with respect to the edge boundary. Taking the notation
from the de�nition, its standard sets are de�ned the same way as in the lamplighter
group.

Theorem 2.6. Consider the Baumslag-Solitar group BSp1, 2q with the standard
generating set. Then for any n ¥ 2 and any F � BSp1, 2q such that |F | ¤ |Fn|, we
have

|BedgeF |
|F | ¥ |BedgeFn|

|Fn|
(where Fn are the standard Følner sets), and if |F |   |Fn|,

the inequality is strict.

This result is not always true for BSp1, pq for larger p, and we provide a counter
example in Example 7.5. However this counter example uses that p is signi�cant
when compared to the length of the interval de�ning the standard set, and it is
possible that for BSp1, pq as well, standard sets are optimal above a certain size.

We present more detailed de�nitions in the next section. In Section 4, we present
associated graphs, which are the main tool of the proof, and prove some general
results. In particular, we show Lemma 4.2, which will be used to obtain that part
p2q of Theorem 2.2 follows from part p1q. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 2.2. In
Section 6, we prove Proposition 2.4 and Remark 2.5. Finally, in Section 7, we prove
Theorem 2.6 and Example 7.5.

3. Preliminaries

The concept of amenability �nds its origins in a 1924 result by Banach and
Tarski [1], where they decompose a solid ball in R3 into �ve pieces, and reassemble
them into two balls using rotations. That is now called the Banach-Tarski para-
dox. The proof makes use of the fact that the group of rotations of R3 admits a
free subgroup. Von Neumann [17] considers it as a group property and introduces
the concept of amenable groups. Nowadays, there are multiple di�erent character-
izations of amenability; see books by Greenleaf [9] and Tomkowicz-Wagon [32], or
an article by Ceccherini-Silberstein-Grigorchuk-la Harpe [4], or a recent survey by
Bartholdi [2].

De�nition 3.1 (Følner criterion). A group G is amenable if and only if for every
�nite set S � G and every ε ¡ 0 there exists a set F such that

|F∆F.S| ¤ ε|F |.
If G is �nitely generated, it su�ces to consider a single generating set S in-

stead of all �nite sets. We can also apply De�nition 3.1 for S
�
S�1

�tIdu. Then
|F∆pS�

S�1
�tIduq.F | is the set of vertices in the Cayley graph of G that are at

a distance exactly 1 from F . We denote that the outer boundary BoutF . Then

the condition can be written as |BoutFn|
|Fn|

¤ ε, or in other words that the in�mum

of those quotients should be 0. Recall the de�nition (1) of the inner boundary.
Finally, we consider BedgeF to be the set of edges between F and its complement.
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Remark that while those values can di�er, whether the in�mum of |BF |
|F | is 0 or not

does not depend on which boundary we consider.
For groups of subexponential growth, for every ε, there is some n such that the

ball around the identity of radius n is a corresponding Følner set. Note that to
obtain a Følner sequence from this, one needs to consider a subsequence of the
sequence of balls of radius n. It is an open question whether in every group of
subexponential growth, all balls form a Følner sequence. For groups of exponential
growth, it is generally not su�cient to consider balls, and it is an open question
whether there exists any group of exponential growth where some subsequence of
balls forms a Følner sequence (see for example Tessera [31, Question 15]).

For two groups A and B and a function f P BA, denote

supppfq � ta P A : fpaq � IdBu.
Let BpAq be the set of functions from A onto B with �nite support.

De�nition 3.2. The (restricted) wreath product A ≀ B is the semidirect product
A
BpAq where A acts on BpAq by translation.

We can write the elements as pa, fq with a P A and f P BpAq. The group law is
then pa, fqpa1, f 1q � paa1, x ÞÑ fpxqf 1pa�1xqq.

Given generating sets S and S1 on A and B respectively, we can de�ne a standard
generating set on A ≀ B. It consists of the elements of the form ps, IBq for s P S
(where IB � IdB for all x P A), as well as pIdA, δs1IdA

q for s1 P S1 where δs1IdA
pIdAq � s1

and δs
1

IdA
pxq � IdB for all other x. One can verify that pa, fqps, IBq � pas, fq, and

pa, fqpIdA, δs1IdA
q � pa, f � δs

1

a q, or in other words the value of f at the point a is
changed by s1.

Similarly, given Følner sets FA and FB on A and B respectively, one obtains
standard Følner sets on A ≀B:

F � tpa, fq : a P FA, supppfq � FA,@x : fpxq P FBu.
One can check that |BoutF |

|F | � |BoutFA|
|FA|

� |BoutFB |
|FB |

.

We will focus on the wreath product Z ≀ D. For Z we will consider the stan-
dard generator, while for D we will take the entire group (except the identity) as
generators:

(5) SD � ttu
¤
tδi : i P DztIdDuu where t � p1, 0q and δi � p0, δi0q.

The Baumslag-Solitar groups are de�ned as follows:

De�nition 3.3. The Baumslag-Solitar group BSpm,nq is the two-generator group
given by the presentation xa, b : a�1bma � bny.

The standard generating set is ta, bu.
We will focus on the groups BSp1, pq. That group is isomorphic to the group

generated by x ÞÑ px and x ÞÑ x� 1 (by mapping a�1 and b to them respectively).
By abuse of notation, we will also denote the images of a and b with the same
letters. In that group, any element can be written as x ÞÑ pnx� f with n P Z and
f P Zr 1p s. We then have px ÞÑ pnx� fqa � x ÞÑ pn�1x� f and px ÞÑ pnx� fqb �
x ÞÑ pnx� pf � pnq.
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Remark that the subgroup N � tx ÞÑ x � f : f P Zr 1p su is normal. Indeed, we

have px ÞÑ p�npx� fqq � px ÞÑ pnx� fq � Id and

px ÞÑ p�npx� f 1qq � px ÞÑ x� fq � px ÞÑ pnx� f 1q � x ÞÑ x� pnf.

Thus BSp1, pq is isomorphic to the semidirect product Z 
 Zr 1p s de�ned by the

action n.f � pnf . We therefore write the element x ÞÑ pnx � f as pn, fq. The
standard Følner sets are then expressed in the same way as for wreath products.
In other words:

Fn � tpk, fq : k P rr0, n� 1ss, f P Z, 0 ¤ f   pnu.
4. Main concepts of the proof

De�nition 4.1. We will call a set F in a group G optimal with respect to the
inner (respectively outer, edge) boundary if for any F 1 with |F 1| ¤ |F |, it is true
that |BinF

1|
|F 1| ¥ |BinF |

|F | (respectively |BoutF
1|

|F 1| ¥ |BoutF |
|F | ,

|BedgeF
1|

|F 1| ¥ |BedgeF |
|F | ), and if

|F 1|   |F |, the inequality is strict.

Lemma 4.2. If F is optimal for the outer boundary, up to replacing F with an-
other optimal set of the same size, F

� BoutF is optimal for the inner boundary.
Furthermore, this describes all optimal sets of that size.

Proof. We will prove the large inequality. The case for the strict inequality is
equivalent.

Let F be optimal for the outer boundary and consider F 1 such that |F 1| ¤
|F � BoutF | and the quotient of the inner boundary is smaller. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that F 1 is optimal for the inner boundary.

Let F 2 � F 1zBinF 1. Observe that BoutF 2 � BinF 1. We �rst claim that F 1 being
optimal implies that BoutF 2 � BinF 1. Indeed, |F 2

� BoutF 2| ¤ |F 1|, and
|BinpF 2

� BoutF 2q|
|F 2

� BoutF 2| ¤ |BoutF 2|
|F 2

� BoutF 2| �
|BoutF

2|
|F2|

1� |BoutF2|
|F2|

,

while

|BinF 1|
|F 1| �

|BinF
1|

|F2|

1� |BinF 1|
|F2|

.

As BoutF 2 � BinF 1 and x
x�1 is an increasing function in R�, the �rst quantity is

smaller then the second, and by F 1 being optimal, we have an equality.
We now consider cases for the size of F 2. If |F 2|   |F |, then we can apply the

assumption that F is optimal and we get

|BoutF |
|F | ¤ |BoutF 2|

|F 2| � |BinF 1|
|F 1zBinF 1| �

|BinF
1|

|F 1|

1� |BinF 1|
|F 1|

.

However, applying the initial assumption by which we chose F 1 gives us the inverse
inequality, and strict.

We are left with the case where |F 2| ¥ |F |. Let k � |F 2|� |F | and remove any k
points from F 2 to obtain F3. We obtain a set that is the same size as F and has an
outer boundary no larger than that of F . It is therefore another optimal set of the
same size, and by the optimality of F 1 for the inner boundary, F3

� BoutF3 � F 1,
which concludes the proof. □
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The central idea of this paper is to work on an associated graph structure which
we de�ne for semidirect products.

De�nition 4.3. Consider a semidirect product G � H
N . Consider a generating
set S of G. We de�ne the associated graph as the directed labeled graph Γ � ΓS

with vertex set V pΓq � N and edge set

ÝÑ
E pΓq �

!ÝÝÝÝÑpf1, f2q : Ds P S, h1, h2 P H such that h1f1s � h2f2

)
.

With these notations, the edge
ÝÝÝÝÑpf1, f2q is labeled s.

As mentioned, the two examples we will consider here are the lamplighter group
Z ≀D and the Baumslag-Solitar group BSp1, pq. In both examples we have H � Z.
In the case of the wreath product we have N � DpZq, and for BSp1, pq, N is the
set of p-adic numbers.

We would like to remark that while the de�nition takes any H, it is particularly
of interest in the case H � Z. That is because the associated graph does not
preserve information on the structure of H.

We de�ne an associating function ϕ : GÑ PpÝÑE pΓqq by
ϕphfq �

!ÝÝÝÑpf, f 1q : hfs � h1f 1 for some h1 P H, s P S
)
.

De�nition 4.4. Consider a semidirect product G � H
N . Let F be a �nite subset
of G. The associated subgraph of F is the (directed) subgraph of the associated
graph Γ made of the edges ¤

xPF

ϕpxq

and all adjacent vertices.

We will provide a bound for the boundary of a set based on a formula on the
associated subgraph, and maximize the value of that formula over all subgraphs of
Γ no larger (in terms of number of edges) than the associated subgraph.

5. The wreath product Z ≀D

In this section we provide the proof of Theorem 2.2, the larger part being a
proof of Theorem 2.2p1q. In other words, we show that for the wreath product
with generating set SD, the standard sets are optimal with respect to the outer
boundary, and uniquely so up to translation. We �rst prove an inequality relying
the isoperimetry of a subset with values on the associated graph. For the entirety
of this section, we denote d � |D|.
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a �nite set in Z ≀ D with |BoutF |

|F | ¤ 1
d�1 . Let Γ be the

associated graph (see De�nition 4.3). Then

|BoutF |
|F | ¥ min

�
2pd� 1q|V pGq|

|EpGq| for G subgraph of Γ with |EpGq| ¤ pd� 1q|F |


.

Proof. As mentioned below the de�nition of associated graph, the vertex set of Γ is

DpZq. The edge set is
!ÝÝÝÑpf, gq : Dx0 : fpxq � gpxq ðñ x � x0

)
. We disregard the

labels and think of the graph as unlabeled.
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Consider a �nite set F of elements of Z ≀D. Let rF be the associated subgraph

(see De�nition 4.4). Remark that |Ep rF q| � pd � 1q|F |. A leaf we call a vertex
which is included in exactly one edge of the subgraph and is at the tail of that edge.

The set of leaves we denote by Lp rF q.
We would like to estimate, for each vertex f in rF , the number of points of the

form pk, fq in BoutF . We will show that if f is a leaf, there is at least one such
point, and if f is not a leaf, there are at least two. The �rst case follows directly

from the de�nition of a leaf. Indeed, let f be at the tail of
ÝÝÝÝÑpf 1, fq. Then for some

k0 we have fpk0q � f 1pk0q and pk0, f 1q P F . Then for i � pf 1pk0qq�1fpk0q P D, we
have pk0, f 1qδi � pk0, fq P BoutF .

Assume that f is not a leaf. Then either there are at least two edges ending
in f , or there is at least one edge starting at f . Once again, the �rst case follows
directly from the de�nition of a leaf. In the second case, there exists k0 such that
pk0, fq P F . Let a � maxtk : pk, fq P F u and b � mintk : pk, fq P F u. Then
pa� 1, fq � pa, fqt and pb� 1, fq � pb, fqt�1 are in the outer boundary of F .

We obtain:

(6) |BoutF | ¥ 2p|V p rF q| � |Lp rF q|q � |Lp rF q| � 2|V p rF q| � |Lp rF q|.
Remark that if there are no leaves, the desired result follows.

Lemma 5.2. Fix n. Assume that

min

�
2|V pGq| � |LpGq|

|EpGq| : G subgraph of Γ with |LpGq| � 0 and |EpGq| ¤ n



¤ 1.

Then

min

�
2|V pGq| � |LpGq|

|EpGq| : G subgraph of Γ with |LpGq| � 0 and |EpGq| ¤ n



¥ min

�
2|V pGq|
|EpGq| : G subgraph of Γ with |EpGq| ¤ n� 1



.

Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on n. For small enough n, the assumed
inequality is impossible, which gives us the base of the induction.

Assume that the statement is true for n � 1 and consider G with n edges such
that

2|V pGq| � |LpGq|
|EpGq| � min

�
2|V pHq| � |LpHq|

|EpHq| : |LpHq| � 0 and |EpHq| ¤ n



¤ 1.

If G does not contain a leaf, the statement is trivial. We now assume that G
contains a leaf. Let G1 be the subgraph obtained by removing that leaf and the
edge leading to it. Then |V pG1q| � |V pGq| � 1 and |EpG1q| � n� 1.

Notice also that while new leaves may have appeared, at most one was removed,

and thus |LpG1q| ¥ |LpGq| � 1. Therefore, as 2|V pGq|�|LpGq|
|EpGq| ¤ 1, we have:

2|V pG1q| � |LpG1q|
|EpG1q| ¤ 2|V pGq| � |LpGq| � 1

|EpGq| � 1
¤ 2|V pGq| � |LpGq|

|EpGq| .

It is in particular less than 1, and we obtain:

2|V pG1q| � |LpG1q|
|EpG1q| ¥ min

�
2|V pHq|
|EpHq| : H subgraph of Γ with |EpHq| ¤ n� 1



,
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either from the induction hypothesis or directly, depending on whether G1 has a
leaf or not. □

Remark that 2|V p rF q|�|Lp rF q|

|Ep rF q|
¤ pd�1q|BoutF |

|F | ¤ 1 by the assumption of the lemma.

The result of Lemma 5.1 then follows from equation (6) and applying Lemma 5.2

for n � |Ep rF q|. □

Having proven Lemma 5.1, we now need to show that the images of the standard

sets Fn minimize 2|V pGq|
|EpGq| over subgraphs of Γ with a �xed amount of edges. The

associated subgraph of Fn (see De�nition 4.4) is the subgraph of Γ with vertices
tf : supppfq � rr1, nssu and all edges of Γ between two of those vertices. It has dn

vertices and npd� 1qdn edges.

Lemma 5.3. Let G be a subgraph of Γ with at most npd � 1qdn edges. Then
2|V pGq|
|EpGq| ¥ 1

n , and if they are equal, G is a d-hypercube with double edges with dn

vertices.

Proof. We will �rst see that we can assume that any directed edge is present si-

multaneously with its inverse. Indeed, consider the set of directed edges
ÝÝÝÑpf, gq in

G such that
ÝÝÝÑpg, fq is not in G. If there are at least two such edges, removing one

and adding the inverse of the other changes neither |V pGq| nor |EpGq|. If there is
exactly one such edge

ÝÝÝÑpf, gq, then |EpGq| is odd, and so it is at most npd�1qdn�1.

In that case by adding the edge
ÝÝÝÑpg, fq we obtain another subgraph with at most

npd� 1qdn edges, and such that the quotient we consider is smaller.
We can therefore assume that any directed edge is present simultaneously with

its inverse. We replace every couple of edges
ÝÝÝÑpf, gq and ÝÝÝÑpg, fq with one undirected

edge pf, gq. We will call the graphs we obtain Γ and G. We need to show that
|V pGq|

|EpGq|
¥ 1

n , and if they are equal, G is a d-hypercube with dn vertices. We prove a

more general statement:

Lemma 5.4. Let X be a subgraph of Γ with V vertices. Then it has at most
d�1
2 V logdpV q edges and equality is obtained only if X is a d-hypercube.

Proof. We obtain that by induction on d and then on V .
For d � 2, remark that Γ is the bi-in�nite hypercube. As X is �nite, it is

contained in some �nite hypercube. In that case, the question of maximizing the
number of edges on a �xed number of vertices has already been answered in litera-
ture. One proof is presented in Harper's book [13, Section 1.2.3]. Taking notations
from the book, consider a subset C � Z of cardinal c, and a vertex f of Γ with
supppfq�C � H. The set 

g P V pΓq : fpxq � gpxq@x R C(
is called a c-subcube. A vertex set S of cardinal k � °K

i�1 2
ci with 0 ¤ ci   cj

for i   j is cubal if it is a disjoint union of ci-subcubes with the ci-subcube being
contained in the neighborhood of the cj-subcube for all i   j. Here, neighborhood
means the set of points at distance 1 in graph distance. Remark that two cubal
sets of the same cardinality are isomorphic.

By abuse of notation, for a set S of vertices in Γ, we will denote by EpSq the set
of all edges between two vertices of S. Then Theorem 1.1 from the cited section
states

10



Theorem 5.5 ([13, Section 1.2.3 - Theorem 1.1]). S maximizes |EpSq| over sets
with cardinal |S| if and only if S is cubal.

Computing the edges of a cubal set is not di�cult, and this completes the case
of d � 2. We now assume the result to be true for d� 1 and will prove it for d by
induction on V . The cases where V ¤ d � 1 are trivial. We assume the result to
be true for |V pXq| ¤ V � 1 and prove it for V .

Since X is �nite, without loss of generality we can assume its vertices are in
DpN0q, and that there are vertices of X with di�erent values in 0. We write the
elements of D as gi, i � 1, 2, . . . , d. Let Xi be the subgraph of X induced by the
vertices f with fp0q � gi. If one of them is empty, the proof of the induction step
follows from the proof for d � 1. Therefore for the rest of this proof we assume
that Xi is non-empty for every i. Let Vi � |V pXiq| and let vi � Vi

V . Remark that°d
i�1 vi � 1. Then we have

|EpXq| ¤
ḑ

i�1

|EpXiq| �
¸

1¤i j¤d

minpVi, Vjq.

By induction hypothesis, for all i:

|EpViq| ¤ d� 1

2
Vi logdpViq.

It is therefore su�cient to prove that

d� 1

2
V logdpV q ¥

ḑ

i�1

d� 1

2
Vi logdpViq �

¸
1¤i j¤d

minpVi, Vjq.

Remark that d�1
2 V logdpV q �

°d
i�1

d�1
2 Vi logdpV q. Denoting C � d�1

2 lnpdq and

dividing by V we get the equivalent inequality:

ḑ

i�1

Cvi lnpviq �
¸

1¤i j¤d

minpvi, vjq ¤ 0.

Denote the left-hand side with fpv̄q where v̄ � pv1, . . . , vdq. The idea is to use
the Lagrange Multipliers method to show that f only �nds a maximum when v1 �
v2 � � � � � 1

d (recall the condition
°d

i�1 vi � 1). More precisely however, to avoid
di�culties with the minimum function, we assume that v1 ¤ v2 ¤ � � � ¤ vd and

use Karush�Kuhn�Tucker (KKT) conditions. We obtain fpv̄q � °d
i�1 Cvi lnpviq �°d

i�1pd� iqvi and the Lagrangian function

Lpv̄, λ, µ̄q � fpv̄q � λ

�
ḑ

i�1

vi � 1

�
�

d�1̧

i�1

µipvi�1 � viq.

Remark that we seek to maximize f rather than minimize it, and the inequality
vi�1 � vi is positive rather than negative - so the entire equation has the opposite
sign of what one usually �nds in KKT conditions. We pose v0 � µ0 � µd � 0 to
simplify notation further in the proof. Remark that v1 ¥ v0 and µ0pv1 � v0q � 0.
The necessary conditions we obtain are then, for i � 1, . . . , d:

df

dvi
� λ� µi�1 � µi � 0,

11



µipvi�1 � viq � 0,

and also µi ¥ 0. We still have
°d

i�1 vi � 1 and vi�1 ¥ vi for i � 0, . . . , d� 1.
We calculate

df

dvi
� λ� µi�1 � µi � Cp1� ln viq � d� i� µi�1 � µi � λ,

and thus

(7) �λ � Cp1� ln viq � d� i� µi�1 � µi.

Taking a sum over all i and dividing by d we obtain

�λ � Cp1� 1

d

ḑ

i�1

ln viq � d� 1

2
.

We replace that quantity in 7:

Cp1� ln viq � d� i� µi�1 � µi � Cp1� 1

d

ḑ

i�1

ln viq � d� 1

2

and thus, expanding C:

d� 1

2d

�
pd� 1q logd vi �

¸
j�i

vj

�
� µi � µi�1 � i� d� 1

2
.

Denote by M the d by d matrix with d� 1 on the diagonal and �1 on all other
entries. Let ui � logd vi and U � ūJ. The equation can then be written

d� 1

2d
MU �

�
µi � µi�1 � i� d� 1

2



i

.

We now seek to understand the matrix M . Consider a vector Y P kerM . Then
for all i, dyi�

°
yi � 0, and so yi � yj for all i, j. Inversely, any vector of this type

is in kerM . Therefore kerM is the vector space generated by the vector p1qi. It
follows that the degree of the image of M is d� 1.

Consider now a vector Y such that
°
yi � 0. It is easy to check that MY � dY .

Therefore the image ofM is exactly the space of vectors with sum of the coordinates
0. Then if MY � Y 1, we have that Y � 1

dY
1 � αp1qi for some constant α.

Assume that some �xed v̄ is a local minimum. It follows that there exists α such
that for all i:

d� 1

2
logd vi � µi � µi�1 � i� d� 1

2
� α.

Let 0 � k0   k1   � � �   kr � d be the sequence of indexes such that µi � 0 if
and only if i � kj for some j. Fix 0 ¤ j ¤ r. As µipvi�1 � viq � 0, we obtain that
for all kj   i   kj�1, vi�1 � vi. Therefore for kj   i ¤ kj�1, we have vi � vkj�1

.

Let γj � d�1
2 logd vkj�1

� α. Then for kj   i ¤ kj�1:

γj � µi � µi�1 � i� d� 1

2
.

We take the sum of those equations over i with kj   i ¤ kj�1 (j is still �xed)
and obtain:

pkj�1 � kjqγj � µkj�1
� µkj

�
kj�1¸

i�kj�1

�
i� d� 1

2



.
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We have µkj�1
� µkj

� 0 and
°kj�1

i�kj�1 i � 1
2 pkj�1 � kjqpkj � kj�1 � 1q and thus

2γj � kj � kj�1 � d.

Then for kj   i ¤ kj�1:

logd vi �
2γj � 2α

d� 1
� kj � kj�1

d� 1
� α1.

Denote d̃ � d
1

d�1 and for 1 ¤ i ¤ d let jpiq be the unique number such that

kjpiq   i ¤ kjpiq�1. Recall that
°d

i�1 vi � 1. Then

ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1dα
1 � 1,

so d�α1 � °d
i�1 d̃

kjpiq�kjpiq�1 and for all i � 1, 2, . . . , d:

vi � d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1°d
i1�1 d̃

kjpi1q�kjpi1q�1

.

Let C 1 � °d
i�1 d̃

kjpiq�kjpiq�1 . We calculate

C 1fpv̄q � 1

2

ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1pkjpiq � kjpiq�1q �
d� 1

2

ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1 logd C
1

�
ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1pd� iq.

Splitting the sums by j, we have

1

2

ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1pkjpiq � kjpiq�1q �
1

2

r�1̧

j�0

d̃kj�kj�1pk2j�1 � k2j q,

d� 1

2

ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1 logd C
1 � d� 1

2

r�1̧

j�0

d̃kj�kj�1pkj�1 � kjq logd C 1

and
ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1pd� iq �
r�1̧

j�0

d̃kj�kj�1
pkj�1 � kjqp2d� kj�1 � kj � 1q

2
.

Then

C 1fpv̄q � 1

2

r�1̧

j�0

pkj�1 � kjqd̃kj�kj�1
�
2d� 1� pd� 1q logd C 1

�
.

Recall that we want to obtain fpv̄q ¤ 0. It is thus equivalent to logd C
1 ¥ d�1

2d�1 .
We write:

C 1 �
ḑ

i�1

d̃kjpiq�kjpiq�1 �
r�1̧

j�0

pkj�1 � kjqd̃kj�kj�1 ¥ pkr � kr�1qd̃kr�1�kr .

If all vi are equal (and thus r � 1, k0 � 0 and k1 � d), we obtain logd C
1 � d�1

2d�1 .

Assume now that r ¥ 2. We then have x � kr�1 ¥ 1 and C 1 ¥ pd � xqd̃d�x.
Deriving this function, we �nd a local maximum at x � d� pd� 1q ln d. Therefore
the minimal value over the given interval can be found at either x � 1, or x � d�1,
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or both. Calculating, we �nd logd C
1 to be strictly larger than d�1

2d�1 in both of those
points, which completes the proof. □

Lemma 5.3 follows. □

Theorem 2.2p1q follows from Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.3. By Lemma 4.2, The-
orem 2.2p2q follows from Theorem 2.2p1q (and the unicity of the optimal sets).

6. Bounds for the Coulhon and Saloff-Coste inequality for the

wreath product Z ≀D

We will now prove Proposition 2.4. Recall its statement:

Proposition. The wreath product Z ≀D veri�es

CZ≀D,SD
� lim ln Følpnq

n

lim lnV pnq
n

� 2 ln d

lnp 12 p1�
?
4d� 3qq .

Proof. We have obtained in Theorem 2.1 that lim n
a
Følpnq � d2. It is therefore

su�cient to calculate the exponent of its volume growth for SD.
Consider an element g of length n in the group and let its support be rm, ps.

We can write g � tmAti where A is a non-reducible word on t and the di�erent δi
(without t�1). It is not hard to see that A contains the letter t exactly p�m times.
Remark that any representation of g in SD must contain t or t�1 at least p �m
times. Additionally, it contains a letter of the form δi at least as many times as A
does. Therefore |A| ¤ |g| � n.

Notice also that |m| ¤ n and |i| ¤ 2n. Therefore, if we denote by V 1pnq the
amount of non-reducible words on t and the di�erent δi of length at most n, we
obtain

V 1pnq8n3 ¥ V pnq ¥ V 1pnq.
We now seek to calculate V 1pnq. Notice that the only condition on the words

counted by this function is to not have two consecutive letters of the form δi. It is
not di�cult to describe a recurrence relation. If a word ends in t, by removing it
we obtain a word of length at most n� 1. If it ends in δi for some i, the previous
letter must be t. By removing both, we obtain a word of length at most n � 2.
Therefore

V 1pnq � V 1pn� 1q � pd� 1qV 1pn� 2q,
and by calculating the series we obtain

lim n
a
V pnq � lim n

a
V 1pnq � 1�?

4d� 3

2
.

□

It is worth noting that the exact value of the volume growth power series°
n V pnqxn for the standard generating set has been described by Parry [21].
We then prove Remark 2.5. It states:

Remark. For the switch-walk-switch generating set Ssws � tt, δ, tδ, δt, δtδu on the
lamplighter group Z ≀ Z{2Z, we have

CZ≀Z{2Z,Ssws
� lim inf ln Følswspnq

n

lim lnVswspnq
n

¤ 2.
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Proof. The standard Følner sets verify that
|B1outFn|
|Fn|

� 2
n where by B1out we denote

the outer boundary with regards to Ssws. Therefore lim
n
a
Følswspnq ¤ 4. Similarly,

we now need to calculate the exponent of its volume growth.
Equivalently to the proof of Proposition 2.4, the switch-walk-switch volume is

also controlled by a polynomial times the volume growth assuming no multiplication
by t�1. It is easy to check that the latter is n ÞÑ 2n. Thus 8n32n ¥ Vswspnq ¥ 2n

and lim n
a
Vswspnq � 2. □

7. The Baumslag-Solitar group BSp1, 2q
We now prove Theorem 2.6. Remark that for the edge boundary, the contri-

butions by each element of the generating set are always disjoint. Recall that the
vertex set of the associated graph Γ1 is the dyadic numbers. For the standard gen-

erating set, the edges are the couples
ÝÝÝÑpf, gq such that |f � g| is a power of 2, and

are labeled b. For any �nite subgraph of Γ1, up to translation we can assume that
its vertices are all integers, in which case edges will be de�ned by positive powers
of 2.

We introduce the following notations. Consider a subset F � BSp1, 2q and let rF
be the associated subgraph. The set of edges

ÝÝÝÑpf, gq P Ep rF q such that
ÝÝÝÑpg, fq R Ep rF q

we will denote Lp rF q (remark that unlike Section 5, this is a set of edges rather than

vertices). Let Γ1 be the graph obtained by replacing every couple of edges
ÝÝÝÑpf, gq

and
ÝÝÝÑpg, fq in Γ1 with one undirected edge. Let rF be the subgraph of Γ1 obtained

by taking the images of Ep rF qzLp rF q and all adjacent vertices.
For any i P Z, consider the transformation x ÞÑ x � 2i which is well de�ned on

the vertices of Γ1. Denote by op rF q the total amount of distinct non-trivial orbits in

V p rF q over all i. Remark that this quantity is well de�ned for any subgraph rF of
Γ1.

Lemma 7.1. Consider a subset F � BSp1, 2q with |BedgeF |
|F | ¤ 1. Then

|F | ¥ |Ep rF q| � op rF q
and

|BedgeF |
|F | ¥ 2

|V p rF q| � op rF q
|Ep rF q| � op rF q .

Proof. We start by estimating |F |. By de�nition of associated subgraph, we have

2|F | � |Ep rF q|.
By de�nition of Lp rF q and rF we have

|Ep rF q| � |Lp rF q| � 2|Ep rF q|.
We now need to prove that |Lp rF q| ¥ 2op rF q. Indeed, consider any non-trivial orbit
and let f and g be respectively its smallest and largest elements. If the step of the

orbit is 2i, we have that pi, fq and pi, gq are elements of F . Then
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpf � 2i, fq andÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpg, g � 2iq must both be edges in rF . As f � 2i and g � 2i are not in rF , those two

edges are then in Lp rF q.
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We now estimate the boundary. We will denote by BaedgeF and BbedgeF the edges
in BedgeF labeled a and b respectively. It follows directly from the de�nition of

associated graph and Lp rF q that
|BbedgeF | � |Lp rF q|.

Consider a vertex f P V p rF q. By de�nition of rF , there is g such that
ÝÝÝÑpf, gq P

Ep rF q. It follows that there is x such that px, fq P F . There are thus at least two
elements of BaedgeF such that their corresponding con�guration is f . We obtain:

|BaedgeF | ¥ 2|V p rF q|.
Then:

|BedgeF |
|F | ¥ 2

|V p rF q| � 1
2 |Lp rF q|

|Ep rF q| � 1
2 |Lp rF q| ¥ 2

|V p rF q| � op rF q
|Ep rF q| � op rF q .

□

We now seek to understand subgraphs of Γ1 that optimize this quotient. We claim
that the subgraphs with vertices rr1, nss do so. We will denote epnq (respectively
opnq) the amount of edges (respectively orbits) in the subgraph with vertices rr1, nss
and all induced edges. We prove results similar to Theorem 5.5, which we cited
from Haprer's book [13].

Lemma 7.2. Let G be a subgraph of Γ1 with n vertices. Then

|EpGq| ¤ epnq.
Proof. We start by estimating epnq. For n P N with 2k�1   n ¤ 2k we have that
epnq is the sum over i of the amount of couples of elements of rr1, nss with di�erence
2i. In other words,

epnq �
k�1̧

i�0

pn� 2iq � kn� 2k � 1.

We will now prove the result of the lemma by induction on n. The base n � 1 is
trivial. Fix a subgraph G with n vertices. Up to translation by an integer we can
assume that the vertices of G are integer and the smallest is 1.

Assume �rst that all vertices of G are odd integers. Let i be the largest integer
such that 2i divides all elements of tf�1 : f P V pGqu. De�ne ψpfq � f�1

2i �1. Then
the set ψpV pGqq is a set of integers with the smallest element being 1. Furthermore,
for any f and f 1 divisible by 2i, |f � f 1| is a power of 2 if and only if |ψpfq�ψpf 1q|
is. Without loss of generality we can replace G by the subgraph of Γ1 with vertices
ψpV pGqq.

We can therefore assume G has both even and odd elements. Let G1 be the
subgraph induced by vertices of G that are odd integers, and G2 the subgraph
induced by even integers. Denote the cardinal of their vertex sets by n1 and n2
respectively. Notice that n � n1 � n2.

As the di�erence (in terms of integer values) between vertices of G1 and G2 is
always odd, there can be an edge if and only if the di�erence is 1. Then by induction
hypothesis the number of edges in F is not greater than

epn1q � epn2q � 2minpn1, n2q � ε
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where ε � 1 if n1 and n2 are equal, and 0 otherwise.
Let us denote 2k1�1   n1 ¤ 2k1 , 2k2�1   n2 ¤ 2k2 . Without loss of generality,

assume n1 ¤ n2. Then k � 1 ¤ k2 ¤ k. Let δ � k � k2. We calculate

|EpGq| � epnq ¤ epn1q � epn2q � 2n1 � ε� epnq
� k1n1 � 2k1 � 1� k2n2 � 2k2 � 1� 2n1 � ε� kpn1 � n2q � 2k � 1

� pk1 � k � 2qn1 � δn2 � 1� 2k � 2k1 � 2k2 � ε � A.

We seek to prove that A ¤ 0. We have δ � 0 or 1. First, assume δ � 0. Then
2k � 2k2 and

A � pk1 � 2� kqn1 � 1� 2k1 � ε.

As k1 ¤ k � 1, we have A ¤ n1 � 1� 2k1 � ε ¤ 0.
Assume now δ � 1. Then

A � pk1 � 2� kqn1 � n2 � 1� 2k�1 � 2k1 � ε.

Assume �rst that k1 ¤ k � 2. Then A ¤ 2k2 � n2 � 1� ε ¤ 0.
As k1 ¤ k2 � k � 1, the only case left is k1 � k � 1. Then

A � n1 � n2 � 1� ε.

If n1 � n2 � 0, then ε � 1 and A � 0. If n1 � n2 ¤ �1, then A ¤ �ε ¤ 0. □

Lemma 7.3. Let G be a subgraph of Γ1 such that |V pGq| � opGq � 2n � 1 or 2n.
Then

|EpGq| ¤ epnq.
Remark that opnq � n�1. Indeed, for each non-trivial orbit, consider the second

smallest (in terms of the natural order on the integers) element of the orbit. If it
has step 2i, that element is between 1� 2i and 2i�1. Therefore these elements are
disjoint, and cover every element in rr1, nss except the element 1.

Proof. We will now prove the result of the lemma by induction on n. The base
n � 1 is trivial. Fix a subgraph G such that |V pGq| � opF q � 2n� 1 or 2n. Up to
translation by an integer we can assume that the vertices of G are integer and the
smallest is 1. As in Lemma 7.2, we can assume that G has even vertices, and split
it into G1 and G2 based on the parity of the vertices.

Let n1 � r |V pG1q|�opG1q
2 s and n2 � r |V pG2q|�opG2q

2 s. Let 2k1�1   n1 ¤ 2k1 and

2k2�1   n2 ¤ 2k2 . Without loss of generality, let n1 ¤ n2.
Consider �rst the case where there is at least one edge between G1 and G2. Then

opGq ¥ opG1q � opG2q � 1 and 2n � 1 ¥ |V pGq| � opGq � 1 ¥ |V pG1q| � opG1q �
|V pG2q| � opG2q. This implies that n1 � n2 ¤ n. The result then follows from the
proof of Lemma 7.2.

Consider now the case where there is no edge between G1 and G2. Then opGq ¥
opG1q� opG2q and 2n ¥ |V pGq| � opGq ¥ |V pG1q| � opG1q� |V pG2q| � opG2q. This
implies that n1 � n2 ¤ n� 1. By induction hypothesis we have

|EpGq| � |EpG1q| � |EpG2q| ¤ epn1q � epn2q.
We calculate

epn1q � epn2q � epnq � k1n1 � k2n2 � kn� 2k � 2k1 � 2k2 � 1 � A.
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Assume �rst that k2 � k. Then

A ¤ pk1 � kqn1 � 2k1 � 1� k � pk1 � kqpn1 � 1q � 2k1 � k1 � 1 ¤ 0

as n1 ¥ 1.
Assume now that k2 ¤ k � 2. However, in that case n1 � n2 ¤ 2k�1   n, and

the result follows from the proof of Lemma 7.2.
Assume that k2 � k � 1. Then

A � pk1 � 1� kqn1 � n� 2k�1 � 2k1 � k

� pk1 � 1� kqpn1 � 1q � pn� 2k�1q � p2k1 � k1 � 1q ¤ 0,

as n1 ¥ 1 and k1 ¤ k2 � k � 1. □

Combining those two lemma, we obtain:

Corollary 7.4. Let G be a subgraph of Γ1 such that |V pGq| � opGq ¤ 2n and
|V pGq|�opGq
|EpGq|�opGq ¤ 1. Then

|V pGq| � opGq
|EpGq| � opGq ¥

n� opnq
epnq � opnq .

Remark that n� opnq � 2n� 1.

Proof. If opGq ¤ opnq, the result follows trivially from Lemma 7.3. Assume then
that opGq ¡ opnq � n� 1.

Thus |V pGq| � n1 ¤ n. From Lemma 7.2 we obtain |EpGq| ¤ epn1q. We have:

|V pGq| � opGq
|EpGq| � opGq ¥

n1 � opn1q � popGq � opn1qq
epn1q � opn1q � popGq � opn1qq ¥

n1 � opn1q
epn1q � opn1q ¥

n� opnq
epnq � opnq .

□

The large inequality of Theorem 2.6 follows directly from this corollary and

Lemma 7.1. The strict inequality is obtained by noticing that if |V p rF q| � op rF q  
n � opnq, then |V p rF q| � op rF q ¤ 2n � 2 and we can apply the corollary for n � 1.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.6.

Finally, we consider BSp1, pq with the standard generating set.

Example 7.5. There exist natural numbers p and n and a set F � BSp1, pq such
that |F | ¤ |Fn| (where Fn � tpk, fq : k P rr0, n� 1ss, f P Z, 0 ¤ f   pnu) and

|BedgeF |
|F |   |BedgeFn|

|Fn| ¤ 1.

In particular, this is true for n � 3 and p divisible by 3 with 36 ¤ p ¤ 60.

Proof. The standard Følner set Fn has npn elements. We calculate |BaedgeFn| � 2pn

and |BbedgeFn| � 2pn�1
p�1 . Then

|BedgeFn| � 2pn
p� 1

pn

p� 1
¤ 2pn

p

p� 1
,

18



and
|BedgeFn|
|Fn|

¤ 2
n

p
p�1 . Therefore for n � 3 and p ¥ 3 we have

|BedgeF3|
|F3|

¤ 1. Assume

that p is divisible by 3 and let

F � tpk, fq : k P rr0, 3ss, f �
3̧

i�0

εip
i with 0 ¤ εi   p

3
u.

Then |F | � 4pp3 q4 � 3p3 4p
243 and for p ¤ 60 we obtain |F | ¤ |F3|. Furthermore,

|BaedgeF | � 2pp3 q4 and |BbedgeF | � 8pp3 q3. Thus

|BedgeF | � 4
�p
3

	4
�
1

2
� 6

p



,

and for p ¥ 36 we have:

|BedgeF |
|F | � 1

2
� 6

p
¤ 2

3
  2

3

p� 1
p3

p� 1
� |BedgeF3|

|F3| .

□

Therefore the result of Theorem 2.6 is not true for BSp1, pq for all p.
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